A number of recent independent studies have reported association between genes of the catechol-and indoleamine systems and various complex human behavioural traits or disorders. While these findings must be treated with caution until replicated, they may represent some of the first successes of the candidate-gene allelic-association strategy in psychiatry. It is tempting to speculate that these gene families contain quantitative trait loci with pleiotropic effects, which will provide the key to the understanding of the interaction between genes and environment in behavioural disorders.
There is abundant evidence from human and animal
Testing candidate genes: allelic associations vs linkage studies that the central monamine (dopamine, noradrenaline and serotonin) systems are involved in arou-
The candidate-gene allelic-association strategy used by these studies represents the latest methodological shift sal, motivation, reward and punishment; processes which may be maladjusted in common mental disin psychiatric genetics. Whole genome linkage scans using lod-score analysis of multiply affected families orders such as depression, anxiety, phobias and substance misuse. Some drugs which alter the functioning have recently identified a number of 'hotspots' for the major psychoses where the evidence for linkage is largof monoamine systems are effective in the treatment of these disorders while others are capable of inducing ely consistent but not compelling. These results have brought increasing recognition of the complexity of the affective symptoms or drug dependency. Genetic polymorphisms in these systems may therefore be responinheritance of these disorders, and a shift of paradigm to non-parametric linkage analysis using affected sibsible for part of the variability between individuals in their propensity to develop common mental disorders pairs.
The power of linkage analysis, whether parametric related to mood and reward.
Several recent studies have lent empirical support to or non-parametric, is critically dependent on the magnitude of the effect of the 'mutant' allele. For an allele this proposition. In this issue, three independent studies report associations between common mental disoccurring in 10% of the population that doubles the risk of disease, more than 5000 affected sib-pairs are orders and allelic variants at catecholamine system genes: autism was connected with serotonin transnecessary to detect linkage at lodϾ3. The same effect could be detected in an association study of around porter, 1 opioid dependence with dopamine D4 receptor, 2 and schizoid/avoidant personality with dopamine 700 family trios (unrelated affected subjects and both their parents), even if the stringent criterion of D2 receptor.
3 These studies follow closely on the heels of reports of associations between the serotonin trans-P Ͻ 0.00000005 is used to allow for multiple testing.
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This discrepancy in power is probably responsible for porter and depression, 4,5 anxiety, 6 bipolar affective disorder 7 and Alzheimers disease, 8 between the dopamine some of the negative linkage results in regions where allelic associations were subsequently demonstrated. D4 receptor and Tourette's syndrome 9 and attentionseeking behaviour, 10,11 and a series of reports conAssociation analysis is therefore the method of choice for testing candidate loci. necting the D2 receptor to reward-related behaviour such as alcoholism, drug misuse and gambling While psychiatric genetic research was focused on schizophrenia and bipolar affective disorder, associ-(reviewed in Ref.
3). While these findings should be interpreted with caution, the fact that it is almost ation analysis received relatively little attention because of the apparent lack of strong candidate loci always the same allele of a given polymorphism which appears to be associated with the disease or trait is for these disorders. The brain abnormalities consistently observed in schizophrenia suggest that the disencouraging.
order is due in part to aberrant neurodevelopment, rather than merely neurochemical imbalance. In con- repeated investigations, but will need to address the problems of ethnic and cultural variation in trait-gene The gene-centred approach Another novel development is the shift of candidate associations. They are also subject to the effect of publication bias which may favour positive findings. gene studies away from the disease-centred to the genecentred approach. The relative ease of collection of Can animal models help? Murine models of anxiety and substance abuse-related traits are perhaps the best case-controls or family trios means that samples from many different diseases can be collected in a shorter in this regard, since they resemble human behaviours. However the loci detected for emotionality 14 and opitime, allowing the analysis of a single gene for a variety of phenotypes. This approach can be further enhanced ate preference 16 in murine models do not appear (as yet) to overlap with those detected by candidate gene by attempting to break down a disease phenotype into related quantitative traits which may have a more studies in humans. 2, 6 Are animal models leading us down the wrong path or a different one? direct relationship with underlying genetic defects.
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Collections of subjects measured for these traits proWhat next for psychiatric genetics? vide a sensitive assay for a more subtle role of a given
The probable outcome of the candidate gene approach candidate gene as a behavioural QTL.
is the identification of a number of functional variants, each having a characteristic profile of effects on a numAre catecholamine and indoleamine genes ber of psychological and behavioural dimensions, and pleiotropic QTLs for human mental disorders?
on the propensity to develop common mental dis-A single QTL may pleiotropically influence distinct orders. After the average effect of each allelic variant is behavioural traits related to emotionality, as demonquantified, further studies will be required to uncover strated by animal studies.
14 Are candidate gene studies gene-gene and gene-environment interactions. This providing the first evidence for pleiotropic behavioural will eventually lead to a detailed causal model from QTLs in humans? Caution is warranted, since some of genotype and environment to phenotype. these findings may turn out to be false positive associIt would of course be surprising if all QTLs for comations. Aside from this, can these few genes play a submon mental disorders are related to the monoamine sysstantial role in such apparently diverse diseases and tem, and it is worth examining other largely neglected behaviours? Twin studies have shown a high degree candidate neurochemical systems such as GABA and of genetic correlation between depression and anxiety, glutamate, plus any other genes suggested by animal which is consistent with the hypothesis that inherited models. Finally, a return to systematic genome scans variation in the serotonin transporter may lead to plei-(this time for allelic association) will be necessary to pick otropic effects on susceptibility to a range of disorders up unexpected QTLs missed by linkage and candidate with an affective/anxiety component. Reward mechgene approaches. Theoretical considerations and empirianisms in the brain may connect genetic variation in cal observations indicate that, for most human popudopamine receptors with drug abuse and novelty seeklations, significant allelic associations are very likely to ing. It is thus tempting to speculate that genes in the be present between loci that are less than . cM apart. If serotonin and dopamine system are QTLs for human this is the case, then a whole genome 'linkage disequilibbehaviours and their associated disorders. rium scan' can be conducted using over 3000 evenly If these speculations are correct, then association spaced markers. With molecular genetic technology prorather than linkage is more likely to provide the path gressing at its present pace, genotyping on this scale will that will eventually lead to an understanding of the soon become feasible. genetic basis of common mental disorders. Viewed in this light, the reports in this issue and those in the DA Collier recent literature, of allelic associations between several Section of Molecular Genetics monoaminergic genes and common mental disorders are encouraging signs. 
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